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Color in the Kitchen I 

A RE you keeping abreast with the times? 

Yesterday has passed with its conservative, unattractive 
and even drab color effects. 
To-day rockets are bursting forth everywhere with streams of 
gleaming colors: sunbursts of glorious contrasts, rainbows of light
hearted hues. 
Color has iny-aded every field of sport, business and home. Why 
should the kitchen be the last to benefit? 
Think what a haven of delight a colored kitchen would be. A 
splash of co~or in the curtains, a tint of color in the linoleum, 
co!o:ed furmture, and ~ow a colored electric ranfe. Remember · 
this is where the housewife spends the greater part o her time. Let 
color make a play room out of your work room. 
Have you seen Moffat's ~old Me~al Electric Ranges in colors? 
They. were the first _electric ranges in Canada to be introduced in 
a variety of porcelam enamel colors: Nile Blue, Oriental Green, 
~awn, _Baryta Y~llow, Spectrum Red and French Gray, with an 
ivory tint, or white, to give a duotone effect. 
Some one of the color schemes on the following pages will appeal 
to you. 

MOFFAT'S Gold Medal Electric Ranges were 
awarded the Gold Medal at the New Zealand 

and South Seas Exhibition, Dunedin, New Zealand, in 
competition with the world's best products. They 
were also viewed by Their Majesties The Kin$ and Queen 
of England at The British Industries Fair, Birmingham, 
England. 

Forty-three years building nothing but cooking ranges 
has earned leadership for Moffat's Ranges the world 
over. Such excellence of material, beauty in proportion 
and soundness in construction has never hitherto been 
achieved. 
Over 95,000 housewives throughout the world are en
joying the perfect baking, roasting and cooking qualities 
of a Moffat Gold Medal Electric Range. 

If you cannot secure a Moffat in your district, write 
us direct. 

MoFFATs LIMITED, 
Weston, Ontario, 

Canada 
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'Njie 'Blue..; 
and Ivory 

BLuE has been one of the most 
popular colors for many cen
turies. It was used by the 
ancients as an underground on 
which they painted trans
parent hues. Nile Blue is a 
beautiful green-blue depicting 
vividly the waters of the Nile. 
A shade of I vary forms a 
glorious contrast to this Blue. 

--
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Spectrum~d 
and Ivory 

REn is a very ancient color, 
being used in the sixteenth 
century as a ground on which 
to glaze other colors. The 
Chinese were one of the first to 
use it. Spectrum Red is the 
shade of red that appears when 
light is decomposed, and com
bined with Ivory gives a de .. 
lightful effect. 
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French (j-ray 
and White 

GRAY is a comparatively 
new color and denotes cool
ness, calm and quietness. 
French Gray is alight shade 
and combined with green 
and red makes a beautiful 
color scheme. 
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Oriental (jreen 
and Ivory 

GREEN has been a favorite 
color for many centuries. It 
was used by the old Italian . 
masters but only in varnish 
painting. Oriental Green 
is a light apple green, a very 
modern shade. It forms a 
beautiful contrast with 
Ivory. 

I 
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'13aryta Yellow 
and White 

YELLOW is one of the oldest 
colors known and has been 
used for many centuries. 
Baryta Yellow is a delicate 
shade and is comparatively 
new. Blue and a touch of 
red combines with this color 
very well. 
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Fawn and White 
FAWN has been known and 
used for many generations. 
It denotes warmth, laugh
ter and plenty. It combines 
well with a shade of blue 
and yellow. 
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